MOVEMENT CAMP + ACTION DAYS IN HAMBURG IN AUGUST! DO YOU WANT TO GET A PART OF IT?

Hello dear people, groups and alliances,

the alliance Ende Gelände is coming to Hamburg this year with a mass action of civil disobedience against LNG and neo-colonialism! At different ports in Northern Germany (Brunsbüttel, Wilhelmshaven, Stade) the construction of liquefied natural gas terminals is supposed to start this year - and we want to stop that!

Since these struggles will (unfortunately) accompany us for a few more years and the last two Corona years has isolated many left-wing groups and struggles, we want to embed our action in a larger movement-building camp in the summer. The idea is to enable us coming together and to create a space of exchange of different people and groups in a common camp + action days: True to the motto System Change not Climate Change.

Therefore, we invite you, along with many other local, national and international groups, to design a large camp + program + actions in and around Hamburg in the time frame of 09-15 of August 2022. How can you get involved?

1. Program at the camp or in Hamburg: do you want to contribute your topics in the form of workshops, skill-sharing, discussion events, city rallies etc. at the camp or in the city?

2. Actions in and around Hamburg: do you feel like doing actions on your topics? e.g. demo, small group action, rally, civil disobedience, sabotage actions etc?? As Ende Gelände we want to encourage an early arrangement of the actions, but we are also happy about spontaneous and unannounced actions of different forms of action. The camp (incl. action-/camp-plena) should serve as a place for people and groups to come together in exchange, to get involved and to join actions.

3. Infrastructure at the camp: do you want to contribute to the infrastructure for the preparation, realization and dismantling of the camp?

How can this look like?
How exactly the different topics and actions will be played together in Hamburg depends on which groups want to and can contribute with which topics. For example, we could imagine different theme days (e.g. a day on anti-militarism, an anti-racist action day, etc.) or find other forms of agreement, so that our struggles do not vie for each other's attention, but a clear image is transported to the outside and inside. In order to create an action-packed, empowering week together, we would like to see prior consultation and coordination of the content, structures and program in the course of the networking process.
What Ende Gelände is planning:

EG thematic focus
Ende Gelände will specifically address the topics of anti-gas and anti-colonialism with its own program and actions. The EG alliance is itself in a learning process to reflect the colonial context of the climate crisis and its own positioning in relation to racism. We invite all groups in the preparation, planning and implementation of camp and actions to learn from and with each other on these topics. Furthermore, we are happy if invited groups take up the topics of anti-gas and anti-colonialism or bring their own focal points to show connections and connect struggles.

EG Actions
Ende Gelände will carry out actions on a maximum of 3 days, coupled with an International Day of Action (probably Fri-Sun). Other groups can join our actions or do their own actions in the same period or even before or after (not limited to the camp time).

EG Infrastructure/Support structures
Our structures (e.g., EA+Legal Support, After-Action, Finance-Ag etc.) are currently looking at the extent to which they can support EG + other groups. Basically, we understand the camp and action period as a joint task of all involved groups and therefore want good and early agreements on available capacities, resources and support needs.

What happens next?
If you want to get involved in one way or another or if you have further questions and want to exchange ideas, please write to vernetzung22@ende-gelaende.org or come to the online info-call on 28.06.22 at 7 pm. Online Room: https://meet.livingutopia.org/b/pro-plm-qxk-oaz

SAVE THE DATE: We are planning to have an action conference in Hamburg with all involved groups on Sunday, July 10. In order to prepare this as well as possible, please register early with how many people you are coming. Registrations until 05.07. to: aktionskonferenz2022@ende-gelaende.org

All the best

ENDE GELÄNDE